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A-LEVEL PAPER 3 PP4 MS

1.     (a)     (i)      M1 (yellow precipitate is) silver iodide OR AgI (which
may be awarded from the equation)
M2 Ag+ + I– → AgI (Also scores M1 unless contradicted)
M3 sodium chloride OR NaCl
For M2
Accept multiples
Ignore state symbols
Allow crossed out nitrate ions, but penalise if not crossed out
3
(ii)     The silver nitrate is acidified to
•        react with / remove ions that would interfere with the test
•        prevent the formation of other silver precipitates / insoluble silver compounds that would interfere with the test
•        remove (other) ions that react with the silver nitrate
•        react with / remove carbonate / hydroxide / sulfite (ions)
Ignore reference to “false positive”
1
(iii)     M1 and M2 in either order
M1 Fluoride (ion) OR F–
M2    •    Silver fluoride / AgF is soluble / dissolves (in water)
         •    no precipitate would form / no visible /observable change
Do not penalise the spelling “fluoride”,
Penalise “fluride” once only
Mark M1 and M2 independently
2
(b)     M1 Ba2+ + SO42- → BaSO4
(or the ions together)
M2 white precipitate / white solid / white suspension
M3 Barium meal or ( internal ) X-ray or to block X-rays
M4 BaSO4 / barium sulfate is insoluble (and therefore not toxic)
For M1, ignore state symbols
Allow crossed out sodium ions, but penalise if not crossed out
For M2, ignore “milky”
If BaSO3 OR BaS used in M1 and M4, penalise once only
For M3 Ignore radio-tracing
For M4 NOT barium ions
             NOT barium
             NOT barium meal
             NOT “It” unless clearly BaSO4
4

(c)     M1 2(12.00000) + 4(1.00794) = 28.03176
M2 Ethene and CO or “they” have an imprecise Mr of 28.0 / 28
OR
Ethene and CO or “they” have the same Mr to one d.p.
OR
These may be shown by two clear, simple sums identifying
both compounds
M3 C2H4 + 2O2 → 2CO + 2H2O
(H2C=CH2)
M4 Displayed formula
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M5 Type of polymer = Addition (polymer)
M1 must show working using 5 d.p.for hydrogen
Penalise “similar” or “close to”, if this refers to the imprecise value in M2, since this does not mean “the same”
For M3, accept CH2=CH2 OR CH2CH2
For M4, all bonds must be drawn out including those on either side of the unit.
Penalise “sticks”
Ignore brackets around correct repeating unit but penalise “n”
Penalise “additional”
5
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2.      (a)     moles HA = file_2.png
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 × 0.150 = 3.75 × 10–3 (1)
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 vol NaOH = file_6.png
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 = 1.875 × 10–2 dm3 (1)
or 18.75 cm3
2
(b)     (i)      pH = –log10 [H+] (1)
(ii)     Value above 7 but below 11 (1)
(iii)     phenol red / thymol blue / phenolphthalein / thymolphthalein
i.e. indicator with  7 < pKin <11
3
(c)     (i)      Only slightly dissociated/ionised (1)
NOT “not fully dissociated / ionised”
(ii)     Ka = file_8.png
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 (1)
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(iii)     For weak acid alone:
Ka = file_12.png
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 (1)
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 [H+] = file_16.png
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          = 2.03 × 10–3 (1)
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 pH = 2.69 (1)
pH should be given to 2 decimal places
penalise answer to 1 d.p. once in question
5
(d)     moles OH– added = 1.875 × 10–3 = moles A– = moles HA left (1)
or  [A–] = [HA]
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 Ka = [H+] or pH = pKa (1)
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 pH = 4.56 (1)
3
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3.    (a)      Proton acceptor
1
(b)     (i)     CH3CH2NH2   +   H2O   file_24.png
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   CH3CH2NH3+   +   OH	            
allow eq with or without   file_26.png
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allow C2H5NH2 and C2H5NH3+ (plus can be on N or H or 3)
allow RHS as C2H5NH3OH
1
(ii)     Mark independently of (b)(i)
Allow
Ethylamine is only partly/slightly dissociated
OR
Ethylamine is only partly/slightly ionized
reaction/equilibrium lies to left or low [OH–] OR little OH– formed
OR little ethylamine has reacted
Ignore “not fully dissociated” or “not fully ionized”
Ignore reference to ionisation or dissociation of watr
1
(c)     M1    Ethylamine
If wrong no marks in (c)
1
M2    alkyl group is electron releasing/donating
OR alkyl group has (positive) inductive effect
1
M3    increases electron density on N(H2)
OR increased availability of lp
OR increases ability of lp (to accept H(+))
Mark M3 is independent of M2
1
(d)     CH3CH2NH3Cl
Or any amine hydrochloride
allow name (ethylammonium chloride or ethylamine hydrochloride) or other halide
for Cl
or a strong organic acid
NOT NH4Cl
1

(e)     Mark independently of (d)
Extra H+ reacts with ethylamine or OH–
Or makes reference to Equilibrium (in (b)(i)) with amine on LHS
1
OR   CH3CH2NH2   +   H+   file_28.png
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   CH3CH2NH3+
OR   H+   +   OH–   file_30.png
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   H2O
Equilibrium shifts to RHS
OR   ratio [CH3CH2NH3+]/[ CH3CH2NH2] remains almost constant
1
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4. 
     [Cu(H2O)6]2+ + 4NH3 → [Cu(H2O)2(NH3)4]2+ + 4H2O
Allow two correct equations via intermediate hydroxide in both cases even if first equation uses OH− instead of NH3
1
Blue (solution)
Mark colours independently from equations
1
Dark / deep / royal blue solution
1
[Co(H2O)6]2+ + 6NH3 → [Co(NH3)6]2+ +6H2O
1
pink / red (solution)
1
Brown / straw / yellow solution
ignore darkens in air / with time
1
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5.	   (a)     (i)      Propanone evaporates (or similar)  
1
Removes water (from the precipitate)
Accept ‘removes impurities / excess reagents’.
Accept ‘salt insoluble in propanone’.
1
(ii)     Add NaOH / NH3 / Na2CO3
1
No green ppt
Accept ‘no visible change’.
Must have correct reagent to score this mark.
1
(iii)    Some salt dissolves (in propanone) or some lost in filtration or some Fe2+ gets oxidised (to Fe3+ in air)
Do not accept ‘reaction reversible’ or ‘incomplete reaction’ or similar.
1
(iv)    Moles Fe2+ = 2.50 × 10−2
Accept 2.5 × 10−2
1
Mr of salt = 179.8
Allow 180
Allow if 179.8 or 180 appears in a calculation.
1
Mass of salt = 179.8 × 2.5 × 10−2 × 0.95 = 4.27 (g)
Correct answer with no working scores this mark only.
Allow range 4.2 to 4.3 (g)
1
(v)     1.67 mol or correct ratio of 5FeC2O4 : 3MnO4−
1
(b)     Ca2+ + C2O42− → CaC2O4
Accept multiples.
1
(c)     (Insoluble) calcium ethanedioate coats surface
Allow ‘calcium ethanedioate is insoluble’.
Do not allow answers based on ethanedioic acid being a weak acid.
Do not accept ‘acid used up’ or ‘reaction very fast’.
1
(d)     Small amount of tea used or concentration of the acid in tea is low
Accept ‘high temperature decomposes the acid’.
Accept ‘calcium ions in milk form a precipitate with the acid’.
Do not accept ‘do not drink tea often’ or similar.
1
(e)     Mass of acid = 180.0 and mass of reagents = 450.0
Accept 180 and 450.
1
(180 / 450 ×100 =) 40.0%
Do not penalise precision.
Correct answer without working scores this mark only.
1
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6.           u.v. absorbed: electrons/they move to higher energy (levels)/electrons excited
1
visible light given out: electrons/they fall back down/move to lower energy (levels)
Must refer to absorbing u.v. NOT visible light or this must be implied.
1
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7.   A
[1]
8.   B
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9.   A
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10.  A
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11.  A
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12.  C
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13.  C
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14.  C
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15.  B
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16.  B
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17.  D
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18.  C
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19.  A
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20.  A
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21.  D
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22.  D
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23.  D
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24.  C
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25.  C
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26.  C
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28.  D
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29.  D
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30.  A
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31.  C
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32.  C
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33.  B
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34.  B
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35.  A
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36.  C
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